### Description
Someone has gone a little overboard (possibly José?) and added a spinning icon at the bottom of the course creation form at /main/create_course/add_course.php.

#### Associated revisions
**Revision f6a5c08b - 16/08/2016 15:55 - jmontoyaa**
Using classic gif that show progress see #8401

#### History
**#1 - 16/08/2016 15:55 - Julio Montoya**
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs more info
- Assignee changed from Julio Montoya to Yannick Warnier

I did it, I was testing the new code to show/hide the loading progress bar.
I just restore the classic progress bar.

#2 - 17/08/2016 02:55 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs more info to Bug resolved
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to Julio Montoya
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Tested and approved
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